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This book discusses large margin and kernel methods for speech and speaker recognition
    Speech and Speaker Recognition: Large Margin and Kernel Methods is a collation of research in the recent advances in large margin and kernel methods, as applied to the field of speech and speaker recognition. It presents theoretical and practical foundations of these methods, from support vector machines to large margin methods for structured learning. It also provides examples of large margin based acoustic modelling for continuous speech recognizers, where the grounds for practical large margin sequence learning are set. Large margin methods for discriminative language modelling and text independent speaker verification are also addressed in this book.    

    Key Features:      

	Provides an up-to-date snapshot of the current state of research in this field      
	Covers important aspects of extending the binary support vector machine to speech and speaker recognition applications      
	Discusses large margin and kernel method algorithms for sequence prediction required for acoustic modeling      
	Reviews past and present work on discriminative training of language models, and describes different large margin algorithms for the application of part-of-speech tagging      
	Surveys recent work on the use of kernel approaches to text-independent speaker verification, and introduces the main concepts and algorithms      
	Surveys recent work on kernel approaches to learning a similarity matrix from data      


    

    This book will be of interest to researchers, practitioners, engineers, and scientists in speech processing and machine learning fields.     
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Neuropathology ReviewHumana Press, 2001

	Richard A. Prayson, md, summarizes in outline form for active pathologists and residents in training-as well as those seeking a concise up-to-date overview of the subject -the essential element of the neuropathology curriculum. Topics range from basic information on the spectrum of neurologic-related disease to pertinent pictorial examples of...
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Better English (English Guides)Usborne, 1983

	Glossy Paperback. UsBorne book. A couple of light hairline creases on the bottom right corner and top right corner from usage. The spine is tight and straight. The pages are clean and free of markings. Robyn Gee & Carol Watson, authors. Designed and illustrated by Kim Blundell. First published in 1983 by UsBorne Publishing Ltd. This is a...
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Game Coding Complete, Fourth EditionCengage Learning, 2012

	Welcome to Game Coding Complete, Fourth Edition, the newest edition of the essential, hands-on guide to developing commercial-quality games. Written by two veteran game programmers, the book examines the entire game development process and all the unique challenges associated with creating a game. In this excellent introduction to game...
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Clojure Reactive Programming - How to Develop Concurrent and Asynchronous Applications with ClojurePackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to leverage the features of functional reactive programming using Clojure
	
		Create dataflow-based systems that are the building blocks of reactive programming
	
		Learn different Functional Reactive Programming frameworks and techniques by implementing real-world...
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Alternative Sweeteners, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2011

	Sweeteners are forever in the news. Whether it’s information about a new sweetener or questions about one that has been on the market for years, interest in sweeteners and sweetness continues. Completely revised and updated, this fourth edition of Alternative Sweeteners provides information on new, recently evaluated,...
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JMX in ActionManning Publications, 2002
Covering the Java Management Extensions specification, this guide teaches programmers how JMX can provide robust management and monitoring capabilities for Java and non-Java resources including hardware. Going beyond covering the API, real-life examples and useful code are demonstrated in detail. In addition to describing the JMX...
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